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release v 4.53.x was based on an amibcp v4.x
intel ami bios rom. this version of amibcp v4.x:

supported product: huawei w525 soc cpu
gboard (intel atom z2760 1.67ghz, 2gb ddr3 )

release date: october 2, 2014 (huawei w525-e5
wlan / 4g, model g410f-kpsl) supported
platforms: windows 7 and above, linux

2.6-4.9-10.x file size: 4.8mb nc is a powerful,
easy-to-learn free cnc controller software

package. it's free and open source, based on
twincat+rt, a powerful linux os. nc allows you to

control a wide variety of cnc machine tools of
almost any size and build. dual control of two
axes g-code generator with a power supply
twincat 2 open interface with all standard

fieldbuses (ptp, c4, i2c) slave motion controller
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for cnc compatible master controller oem
motion control (firmware integration) serial

communication protocols, adapter devices in
the fieldbus system to achieve up to 500 byte/s
reliability to the tool power supply and cooling
down of cnc machine tools bcm breakout board

for fast prototyping transfer of data from the
fieldbus system (as well as from others)

ncstudio provides tools for common engineering
methods, such as scad (shape control, tools for
analysis and design), imex (tools for cad/cam
design), cad/cam (parametric cad/cam design

and support for stl and dxf formats), cam (tools
for a wide variety of design and manufacturing
processes), eda (electronic design automation

and tools for simulation and testing).
additionally, ncstudio supports an open

environment for engineers for the creation,
modeling and simulation of hmi, automotive

electronics, mechatronics and control systems
and software.

Nc Studio Cnc Software 32

the ncstudio software is designed for ease of
operation. the complete system functions as a
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toolbox, so when you are in need of any function
you can access it from ncstudio and do it with

ease. all the functions can be used at the same
time, reducing the need to switch between them

and increasing your ability to work. ncstudio
supports dual monitor and 8-bit/16-bit graphics

display (if supported by your computer). the
software is developed with multiple user-
customizable functions, plus a number of

modular supports. moreover, it is compatible
with most international cnc controllers for

milling industry such as nt, ckc, plc, twincat,
aptio, amibcp. also with the development of new
functions, it supports software tool name editing

and is compatible with the most 3d cad
software, like iges and step. it allows you to

work comfortably at any time. programming the
motion control card by using the cnc software is
performed by pressing the on/off switch of the
control card to turn it on. your software now

starts. at the beginning of the software, a
window will appear on your computer monitor
asking you if you want to configure the motion

control card. - world wide web of ports (url
address): - us tech catalog (url address): - logo,

version 2.4.0.1 (url address): - infrared path
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interrupt (ipi) settings (url address): - trigger
interrupt (url address): - configuration window

for input sensor, specified from the list of
available sensors on your control card:computer

monitor - /settings.mc (url address): -
configuration window for output laser:computer
monitor - /settings.mp(url address): 5ec8ef588b
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